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1. Summary 
The IT department of the University of Helsinki has been an active implementer of the Opencast 
Matterhorn - Open Source Lecture Capture & Video Management System for Education - since the 
beginning. Over the four years since the start of the initial pilot the local setup has grown into a full 
fledged production system called UniTube, which is based on Opencast backend servers with 
integration to Moodle and other university systems such as the intranet, complemented by Galicaster 
lecture capture setups in selected lecture halls, in special teaching rooms and a self-service video 
studio. In the presentation the setup and the lessons learned in the first four years as well as the 
plans for the future will be discussed, with special attention paid to the more novel implementations 
like the self-service video studio for making lecture videos, or the practice pharmacy, where 
students' interactions with customers are recorded in a realistic setting. 

2. THE TECHNICAL SETUP  
The current service is divided into the following parts: UniTube Arena (viewing videos at the 
university's Flamma-intranet), UniTube Uploader (for uploading and administering user's videos and 
series via the intranet), UniTube Studio (a self-service video studio) and UniTube Lecture Capture 
Theaters (i.e. lecture halls or special rooms equipped with Galicaster-based self-service lecture 
capture devices). Integration to Moodle via LTI provides the possibility to limit the visibility of videos 
to certain Moodle courses. A special viewing arena for university’s public web pages is in 
development, as is the possibility to use the recorders, besides recording, to live stream the events. 

 

 
Figure 1 The UniTube Studio 
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The UniTube Studio setup consists of two HD video cameras, 3 LED panels, 2 large screens, 3 
automatically mixed microphones with an audio dynamics processor, a presentation PC and a 
recording PC running Galicaster. The lecture capture theaters usually feature a slightly lighter setup, 
consisting of a recording PC with a HD camera plus audio and projector screen image recorded from 
the theater’s AV-matrix. Initially the cameras in lecture theaters were fixed in position, but now the 
process of exchanging them for movable PTZ cameras is under way due to requests from users. 
There is also interest to try an automatically controlled tracking camera, perhaps using the open 
source Lecturesight solution.  

3. USE IN EDUCATION  
The most actively used lecture capture facility at the University of Helsinki is the UniTube Studio, 
where one often has to make a booking a few weeks in advance. The studio is used both for making 
lecture videos for flipped classroom teaching (i.e. talking head and slides) as well as recording 
interviews panels, short news bulletins for faculties, etc. Most of the recordings from the studio are 
sent directly to the Matterhorn servers for publishing, but a minority are post processed by the users 
themselves, using their preferred editing or authoring tools, and then uploaded to the Matterhorn 
via UniTube Uploader in the Flamma-intranet. The lecture capture devices in lecture halls are also 
used regularly, albeit not as much as the studio, and many teachers have stated that they don’t 
want “just to encapsulate the old-style lectern based teaching” but instead want to use the 
technology to make shorter videos specially aimed for online teaching, often following the flipped 
classroom style of making short and more concentrated video clips. 

 

A completely different use case of video technology in education is going on in the practice 
pharmacy, where the recordings made are usually only viewable for the student doing the practicing 
while being recorded. The setup consists of two mounted and remote controllable PTZ video 
cameras, which can be used to record interactions with the student and the 'customer' in different 
'real life' settings in the practice pharmacy. For audio clarity, both participants are wearing wireless 
microphones, and the audio is routed though a dynamics processor. After the recording of the 
interaction is finished, the media feeds are processed in the Opencast backend in accelerated 
workflow and published in the local intranet only for the student in question to view or download. In 
some courses the recordings are then evaluated from the projector in the same teaching session in 
which they were recorded, with other students and the teacher present giving also their comments 
and suggestions. 

4. STATISTICS  
The current record of 97 new lecture capture videos made within a single week at the UniTube 
Studio occurred in February 2015. Most of the recordings that week were 5-15 minutes long video 
lectures for a fully online course on human paleopathology (there were real bones involved and 
presented). Roughly two thirds of all of the videos stored in the local Matterhorn system are set on 
limited visibility, i.e. viewable only to the participants on the linked Moodle courses. The easy 
Moodle integration seems to have been one main driver for the adoption of the system, as one can 
just upload video files via the UniTube Uploader on the intranet, and have them appear in the 
selected Moodle course - and not to be viewable for anyone outside the Moodle course. 

 

Roughly half of the public videos in the system are published under a Creative Commons license 
(selectable when uploading), allowing for re-use of videos with certain limitations. The number of 
public videos will multiply during the rest of the year as thousands of old videos from the university's 
old video service (which are mostly in the old RealVideo format) will be ingested to the UniTube to 
be re-encoded and republished via the new system. A new public video portal for the university's 
public site is also being planned, which would be directly based on the data and videos hosted in the 
Opencast repository. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS  
The University of Helsinki jumped on to the Opencast Matterhorn bandwagon almost from the start, 
and has over the years participated in the progress of Matterhorn, and the related lecture capture 
tool Galicaster, by commenting, suggesting, developing, testing, contributing and collaborating to 
the projects. From the start the solution of recording two HD quality video feeds using H.264 as the 
delivery format was selected. Time has shown this to be a good choice, allowing us to keep the same 
basic approach and protocols throughout the project while also constantly pushing the quality. 

 

Some universities have taken the way of fully automated lecture capture, where recording turns on 
and off automatically by pre-set schedule. In Helsinki we dropped that methodology after initial 
pilot phase due to problems with ad-hoc recording as well as ‘orphan recordings’ where the owner 
was not clear. Currently our setup requires the user to login and manually start, stop and send the 
recording to the server, thus making sure that every recording has a corresponding owner 
responsible for the resulting video and it's content. Although requiring a little more effort, this hasn't 
been a showstopper, and has allowed the backend to run without hands-on supervision, as the 
administrators of the system don't need to evaluate and control the videos before publishing. As the 
usage of the system keeps going up, this is a huge time saver and allows better scalability. 
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